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2 
his course in English and of all his other subjects. The good he gets out 
of school, the length of time he attends, the adjustment he makes both to 
the school situation and to life itself - all these depend in part on the 
degree of success he experiences. The continuous development or these study 
skills on every level is necessary that he may deal with material of an ever 
increasing level or complexity if' he is to be successfUl throughout his 
school life. Since they are skills which are needed in all his subjects, 
training in them should help him to integrate the various courses he takes. 
Their importance is easily grasped by the student. He realizes his need of 
them. The immediate usefulness of the work he does to gain efficiency in 
them will give him satisfaction and contribute to the development of an 
attitude conducive to learning. 
Scope and limitations of the study.-- Five general study skills are 
considered here. These skills, the ability to do preliminary planning, the 
ability to locate information in books, the ability to read for information, I 
the ability to record information for future reference, and the ability to 
organize information for oral or written presentation ~mre selected after 
the previous investigations in the field had been reviewed. The research 
on which they were based is reported in Chapter II. 
The terms are very broad.. The third covers the whole field of' work-
type reading; the fifth includes all factual writing and speaking. A more 
narrmv delineation of the thesis might have made possible a more detailed 
study, but it seemed that a more comprehensive study might have greater 
value far teachers of English since it would give them an over-all picture 
of the area. They must train the child in all these skills and no one skill, 
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1 literature, "It aims also to acquaint young people with recognized reference 
!sources and to make them proficient in the use of facilities available in 
I both school and public libraries." The ability of children to arrange words 
l in alphabetical order and their ability to use an index, a dictionary, and 
I 
certain basic references were among the many points on which New York State 
pupils were tested. 
In an outline of the objectives of English instruction and the abilities 
the.t contribute to them included in the article, "Diagnosis of Difficulties 
in English", however, Smith2 S'UIIll!lS.rizes more of the · skills needed by every 
I child in the following sections: 
I 
I' 
I' 
I 
II 
II. To develop in pupils the he.bit of clear, orderly thinking 
about matters within their own experience 
A. Ability to sense chronological sequence of he.ppenings 
B. Ability to see the relationship of cause and effect 
in personal experience and in material read 
c. Ability to arrive at trustworthy independent judgments 
on the basis of fact and experience 
III. To promote ;tn: -pupils the power to organize and express their 
· ideas effectively for others · 
A. To assist pupils to gather from experience and from 
reading, elements bearing upon their immed'iate pur-
poses in speech or writing 
1. Ability to stick to the subject 
2. Ability to select material of interest to 
reader ~ listener 
3. Ability to discrirllinate between important 
and Unimportant material for the purpose in hand 
1Dora v. Smith, op. cit., P·• 13 
2 Dora v. Smith, op. cit., PP• 229-267 
, 
I 
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The impDrtanoe of these skills.-- Vfuat is the importance of these study ' 
skills? It is not always possible to distinguish between research and think- I 
I ing that answer this question and thinking and research that merely identify 
1 
them since their importance was always the criterion for their selection. 11 
The article written by Wesley, 1 for example, in which he says, "Poorly devel- i 
oped skills aooount for many instanoesof unsatisfactory progress in the 
social studies. This factor may range from helpless inability to uae a card 
catalog to weakness in organizing material, 11 both identifies the skills and 
explains their importance. 
The experimental study by Rudolr2mentioned earlier resulted in signif-
ioant gains for the experimental group in social studies knowledge, study 
skills, and reading ability at the end of the period during which they re-
ceived training in the skills listed on page 7 of this study. 
Jacobs on3 carried on an experiment with 206 pupils in two equated groups 1 
to determine the effect of work-type reading instruction in the ninth grade. 
These exercises were based on the regular assignment and were designed to 
develop greater ability in the location, the comprehension and the organiza-
tion of material in soienoe. .Although J.acobson did not find statistically 
significant results in grade point averages or reading test scores for the 
experimental group, he did in general science knowledge. The lessons 
1 Edgar Bruce Wesley, "Diagnosis in the Social Studies" 1 Educational Diag-
!nosis, Thirty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society .f'ar the Study · of Educa-
t1on, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1935, PP• 303-
1330 
2Kathleen Brady Rudolf, op. cit. 
I 3 Faul B. Jacobson, "The Effect of Work .. type Reading Instruction Given in 
the Ninth Grade"~ School Review, Vol. 40, PP• 273 .. 281, April, 1932 
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apparently benefitted the poor initial readers more than the good. 
Finding information in books, using the libra ry, using the dictionary 
and other reference books, making and keeping notes, outlining, and prepar-
ing reports were among the fourteen skills in which DiMic hael1 gave 
II exercises to t wo experimental groups in another experiment conducted a.t the 
1 I ninth gra de level. He wished to det e rmine the students' knowledge of study 
skills b efore and after the experiment that he might judge the effectiveness 
of a how-to-study course. A test was co nstructed lor the purpose, AlthougJ 
the superior control group made statistically significant gains, those for 
the two experimental groups, both the superior and the average, were not 
only statistically significant but substantially l::l.rger. 
Gans2 investigated the ability of fourth, fifth, and sixth grade 
children to read critically. Four hundred a nd seventeen children i n two New 
'{ork City schools were tested to determine whether they could select perti- 11 
nent material if they were co nfronted with a variety of content. They were 
given a test constructed for the purpose in which problems requiring 
reference rea ding of the type they might meet in their da ily work were I 
explained and were followed by several paragraphs from which they were asked 
to sel ect those which we re relevant. One of these paragraphs wa s encyclo- 1 
pedic in nature and had in it many helpful facts, one 
nected with the problem, one was fanciful,and one was 
wa s only remotely con-
I 
completely irrelevant .11 
1
salvatore G. DiMicha el, ''Increase in Knowledge of how to Study rl.esul t- I 
ing form a How-to-Study Course", School 11eview, Vol. 5l,pp.353-359,June,l943, 
2Roma Gans, A Study of Critical rleading Comprehension in the Intermediate 
Grades, Columbia On1vers1ty Contr15Ut2ons to ~ducat1on No. 811, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers• College, Columbia University, New York, 1940 
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Order of' Dii'f'iculty of Four Types of' Skimming in the Intermediate Grades" • 
reveals. f'or e:mmple, that skimming to identify the main topic is the easiest: 
type and skimming to locate proper IIS.III8S and dates is the next. Third in 
order of' dif'f'iculty is skimming to locate the answers to questions which are 
phrased similarly~ Most dii'f'icult is skimming to locate the answers to 
questions which are not similarly phrased. 
Under three headings. "Finding the principal ideas~~ "Recognizing the 
relation of' ideas to each other"~ and "Synthesizing the important ideas for 
use", Goodkoontzl lists eighteen steps to observe in teaching pupils to 
organize the d,-teri&l they read. Not all of' these are concerned with out-
lining. but :many of' them are. Under the f'irst topic are such steps as: 
Matching questions and paragraphs, answering key questions, matching titles 
or paragraph headings and paragraphs, naming paragraphs, finding ke-ynote 
sentences, and recognizing the climax. Under the second heading are: 
arranging ideas in order, classifying or grouping ideas, grouping paragraphs 
around :main points, locating subordinate or supporting points, completing 
skeleton outlines, and naking outlines independently. 
Keneally2 in an experimental study conducted in 1939 investigated the 
order of' dif'f'iculty of' certain study skills, whioh were also for the most 
part outlining skills, in the intermediate grades. She f'ound it to be: 
l) f'inding minor ideas with major supplied, 2) selection of' best summary 
1Bess Goodykoontz, 11 Teaching Pupils to Organize What They Read", 
The Elementary English Review, Vol. 7, PP• 87-93, April, 1930 
2Katherine G. Keneally, "Relative Order of' Dif'f'iculty of' Several Types 
of Study Skills in the Intermediate Grades", Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, 
Boston University, 1939 
=- ---- -
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I (from memory), 3) retention of order of ideas, 4) matching headlines and 
paragraphs, 5) finding uajor ideas with minor supplied, 6) writing origillf,\.1 
headlines. 
Barton1 recommends ten stages in teaching outlining with material simi-
lar to that which he used in his experiment. 
Workbooks built by MODonald2 and Tetrick3 were carefully constructed to 
develop outlining skill through exercises of graded difficulty. 
The Lees4 stress the fact that such skills should not be taught in iso-
lation b:ut in connection with units of work to which they are related. 
The need for integration of Englis.h and the <.content subjects is discuase~ 
5 in a report or an experiment conducted by Scrafford. He felt that there was 
duplication of effort when the English teacher had to provide a background of l 
content to set the stage ·for meaningful language practice and the civics 
teacher had to give his classes language practice so that 'they could gather 
information, organize it, and present it acceptably. He carried on an exper-
iment in Which the control groups st'Udiep; the two subjects separately in the 
!traditional manner while the experimental groups worked in o.orrelated units. 
I . . 
1
williamA. Barton, Jr., op. cit. 
2Loretta. Katherine McDonald, nworkbook of Exercises to Teach Ot.teining11 , 
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1941 
3L. Rosemary Tetrick, "Ou&lining and Summarizing as a Study Skill" 1 
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University School of .Eduoation, 1943 
4J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His Curriculum, 
D. Appleton-century Company, New York, 1940, P• 224 
I 
5Ra.lph Sorafford, "United We Stand"• The English Journal, Vol. 33. 
PP• 247-252, May, 1944 
I 
I 
11 
He found gains too large to be due to chance for the experimental group at 
the close of the experiment. 
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I
I Noyes1 feels that such courses are ideal for tenth and eleventh grades 
l'in theory but that they do not work out well in practice because most teach~ 
ers are not sufficiently well~ounded. 
Responsibility for teaching.-- Who should teach these skills? We find 
. 1 them stressed on every level. Strickland2 speaks of them on the primary 
level. ·Even .snall children need to use card files and to determine by an 
I e~tio~ of a book whether or not it contains material that applies to 
their problem. They must skim to locate the facts they need and, then read 
carefully6 evaluating what they read, and fitting it into its proper. place 
in their study;. 
Durrell3 and the Lees4 expect most of these skills to have been taught 
I by the . end of the si:x:bh grade. McKee6 also feels that they should be taught 
I in the intermediate grades although he says, "It is very unusual to f'ind I 
seventh grade pupils 'Who are proficient in any one or more of these abilities." 
\:.Louise 11oyes, "'Watchman6 What of 11 Integration11 ? 111 , The English ,. 
Journal, Vol. 35, PP• 86-88 6 February, 1946 ' 1 
I 
2Ruth Gertrude Strickland6 11 Types of Reading Developmen:b Needed in the 
Primary Grades", Improving Reading in Content Fields, Supplementary Educa-
ll
tional Monograph Noe 62, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago,. January, 
1947, PP• 14-17 · 
3nonald D. Durrell, loc. oit. 
4J. MUrray Lee abd Dorris May Lee, op. cit., PP• 215-227 
5Paul McKee, op. cit., P• 74 
I 
I 
l 
21 
. 1 Mirrielees believes that such skills as outlining, note~taking, precis-
1 
writing, and the library skills should be taught in the junior high school 
I period. 
II Gral' says tb.at the fifth stage in the development of reading. ability, · 
I 
a stage which occurs as a. rule during the junior high school, 'senior high 
school, junior college level is the stage at which reading habits, interests, 
land tastes are refined. He gives the specific aims of this stage as beings 
II 
To develop a high degree of skill and efficiency _in study actin- I 
ties including the use of books, libraries, and other sources of i n- II 
formation, and to extend and refine habits involved in locating, 
collecting, and summarizing printed materials. 
McClusky and Dolch3 constructed the study-outline test t o which we have 
Jreferred previously for use with university juniors and seniors because they 
found that :many college students confused the major a.nd minor . i deas am were 
apt t o give t heir own impressions rather than the author's plan. 
1 M1rrieleee, Lucia B., op. ci~., PP• 187•197 
II 
2willirun. s. Gray, "The Nature and Organizing of Basic Instruction in 
Reading", The Teaching of Reading& .A Second Report, Thirty-Sixth Y~arbook of I 
the National Society for the Study of Education, PUblic School Publishing 
· Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1937, PP• 122 1 123 
3F. Dean ~Clusky and Edward William Dolch, op. oit., PP• 757·772 
4
.Paul MCKee, "An Adequate Program in the Language Arts", Teaching Language 
lin the Elementary School, Forty-Third Yearbook of the National Society for t 
jstudy of Education, Part li, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, 
I llinois, 1944, PP• 6-35 
II I 
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I II. Abili'by 'bo locate infor:rm'bion 1, 2, 4, 6, 71 16, 19, 25, 30, 38, 40, 41, 
42, 47 
A. Ability 'bo 1oca'be information in a book 8, 9, 10, 19, 21, 26, 30, 34 
1. Ti'ble page 11, 30, 38 
a. Looa'b ion 
b. Information 
l) Author 
a) Name 16, 19 
b) Posi'bion, if given, indicates right 'bo speak with 
au'bhority 19 
2) Publishing Company 
a) Name 
b) Location 
2. Copyright date 9, 16, 19, 30 
a. Location 
b. Meaning o£ c opyr igh'b 
l) Form of exae'b quotation 21 
2) Form of acknowledgment o£ sources 
a) Footnotes 
b) Bibliography 
o. Impor'banoe 
d. Printing dates 
3. Preface or .. introduction 19, 30 
a. Location 
b. Purpose 
I 
I 

27 
10. Index 4, 11, 16, 19, 21, 26, 30, 38, 41 
a. Location 30 
b. Order o£ items 30 
c. Abbreviations 30 
d. Punctuation 30 
e. Key words 30 
£. Cross references 30 
g. Subtopics 30 
h. Purpose 30 
B. Ability to locate the right book in the library. (Library rules I 
and manners are not considered here. There is no discussion of the 
vertical file or o£ special collections of pictures or records.) 
4, a. s, 10, 11, 17, 32, 34, 41 
1. The card catalog 4, 11, 12, 16, 21, 30, 38, 45 
a. Order 
1) One alphabet 
2) Guide letters on drawers 
3) Guide cards 
b. Types of cards 
l) Author 34 
2) Title 34 
3) Subject 34 
4) Cross reference 34 
----~--
- --=--- ---
- -=-=---
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2. Shelf arrangement (The arrangement oommon in school libraries 
or juvenile rooms is reviewed, not the special rooms of' a 
large library.) 
a. Fiction 
b. Biography 
c. Non-fiction (Dewey Decime.l Classification) 34 
3. Application of knowledge of parts of book in choosing books 
4. Reference books 9, ,10, 16, 17, 19, 26, 34, 38, 41 
a. The dictionary 4, 10, 11, 12, 16, 19, 30, 34 
l) Location of words 12, 19 
a) Order 
b) Thumb index or "~:uarters n 
c) Guide words 
2) Use (The ability to use a dictionary to determine the 
meaning, the prommciat'ion a.nd the spelling of a word 
are a~sumed. Neither is the study conoerned with the 
d.erivation of words, their parts of speech, their forms, 
or their synonyms and antonyms. It is limited t _o the 
use of a dictionary for general information about 
proper nouns.) · 
b. The en~yclopedia 16, 21, 26, 30, 34, 38 
" 
l) General information 
a) Contents 
b) Value 
c) Method of compilation 
d) Supplements 
2) Alphabetical order 
a) Guide letters on covers 
b) Guide words on pages 
3) Index 
a) Varying location 
b) Use 
(1) All references bearing on the subject 
(2) Brief information not in text 
c. Alnanac 30, 38 
d. Atlas 30, 38 
e. Biographical dictionaries 11, 38 
29 
f. Special reference books (quotations, poems and recitations, 
art,~) 11 
g. Reader's Guide 11, 12, 16, 21, 34, 38 
h. Index to government publications 12 
i. Cumulative Book Index 12 
III. Ability to read for information 1, 16, 21, 30, 38, 47 (Ma~ references 
listed under III, C, 1 might be placed here) 
A. Skimming 11, 16, 19, 26, 30, 45 
1. Preview 
a. Application of knowledge of parts of book 12 
b. Classification of material 12, 42 
2. In iocatP,.g relevant material 12, 17, 21 
a. To ident ify the main topic 24 
b. To locate proper names and dates 12, 24 
c. To locate answers to questions phrased similarly 24 
d. To locate answers to questions not phrased similarly 24 
e. To locate new material 



b. Application of thorough reading techniques 
l) Recognition of main topics 12, 15, 20, 30, 46 
2) Recognition of digressions 30 
a) Relevant 
b) Irrelevant 
3) Recognition of supporting ideas 15, 30, 46 
a) Purpose (explain, prove, ~·~· III, B, 2) 
b) Order 19, 23, 46 
(l) Chronological 15, 38 
(2) Importance 15 
(3) Some other 15 
4. Need for development in order of difficulty 46 
a. Major ideas given, minor to be filled in 151 23 
l) Number specified 
2) Number not specified 
b. Minor ideas given, major to be filled in 15, 23 
c. Doth to be done 
l) Ideas listed to be sorted into major ~d minor 15 
2) Form given, ideas to be filled in independently 15 
3) No aid 15 
a) Article e'specially written 
b) An:/.· article 
c) Texbbook 
33 
d) Compilation of material from various · sources 19, 35 
II 
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15. Teuscher, Ruth H., Langua ge Skills, Grade Seven, Ha rcourt, Brace and 
Company, :t-!ew York, 1946 
, Langua ge Skills, Grade ]!; i ght, Harcourt, .D race and Company, New 
""Y,_o __ r.,....k-, 1946 
16; T ressler, J. C. and Sh8lmadine, Marguerite B., Junior ~ nglish in Action, 
Book One, Fourth .e; dition, D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, 1946 
, Junior ~nglish in Action, Book Two, Fourth Edition, D. C. Heath 
-a-n~d-C~ompany, Boston, 1946 
17. Wolfe, Don M. and Hamil-ton, Lela 'l'yre, with the Editorial Co-operation 
of Geyer, Ellen M., Enjoying English, Seventh Year, Newson and Company 
New "l ork, 1943 
, Enjoying ~nglish, Eighth Year, Newson and Company, New York,l943 
---
Method 
Procedure planned.-- A preliminary survey was made to determine whether 
the teaching of "study skills" as such was a major objective in these books. 
The preface and the table of co:r1ter..ts of each book were examined for mention 
of them. 
With the outline of study skills as a guide an investigation of the 
topics listed in the index of each book and a page-by-page examination of 
its text were made to find exactly what items were included. 
For each topic covered the forms the treatment might take were checked-
mention, explanation, and practice. A distinction was made between the two 
types of practice, that which was included in the books and that suggested 
which would require the use of other books. For example, in the eighth 
grade book, Langua ge for Daily l.Jse, 1 in a section headed "Using the 
lrvlary c. Foley, Katherine W. Connell, V~ . Leslie Garnett, with the collab-
oration of Mildred A. Dawson, Language for Daily Use, Grade 8, fl orld Book 
Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, l"ew York, 1950, p. 6 

Locate each of the following words in your diction-
ary as quickly as you can. V~ite dawn the number of the 
page on which you found each and the guide words on that 
page. Check your lists in class when you have finished. 
mischief 
porch 
expense 
increase 
correct 
queer 
glove 
attend 
whether 
Questions which required merely recall of the explanation and not application 
were not counted. 
Counting the number of lines of explanation of each topic in each book 
I 
I 
was considered. The plan was rejected because it was felt for several reasons 
ha i .f. II that the results would appear to ve more s gnJ. J.cance than should actually 
I 
be attached to them. 
The variation in the size of the pages and · the type in the different 
books, the use of double col'tllililS in some of them, the inevitable fractions of 
lines to be counted or discarded would all contribute to the possibility of 
error in the figures recorded as the results of such a count. 
In some series it was the authors' plan to space reviews at intervals 
throughout the books to aid the pupil to master the information. In Learnin~ 
Essential English 7,1 for example, a summary of material p~esented in earlier I 
pages is listed in the review section, "Develop each paragraph around one 
central thought. Be sure that the sentences present ideas in the most under-
standable order." The same sentences also occur in a later review. 2 Either 
counting or failing to count such repetition would distort the figures. 
I 
1Florence K. Ferris, Edward E. Keener, Arthur F. Giddings, Learning Essen- ~ 
1tial English 7, Laidlaw Brothers 1 New York, 1945, P• 60 
2Florence K. Ferris, Edward F. Keener,. Arthur F. Giddings, op. cit., P• asl 
'I 
1 
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does not necessarily vary in direct proportion to its length, and that any 
quantitative measure of the amount of explanation would be dangerous insofar 
as it might be considered a measure of quality. That would not necessarily 
be true. 
This last reason was also the main one for not including a word count. 
Such a measure wouid have solved the problem of tabulating parts of lines 
and of comparing lines of varying length in different books although it II 
would not have removed the difficulty in dealing with repetition or with two 
or more skills discussed in the same sentence. 
Although no quantitative measure of the explanation of each item was 
planned for these reasons, such a measure was provided for tl~ more complex 
skills they composed in the tabulation of results. When, for ex.a.m.ple, the 
number of facts about a card catalog which were mentioned or explained in 
any book were totalled, the sum made it possible to compare that book \vith 
others on that point. 
The number of practice exercises included in each book for each sub-
division of a skill was counted as well as the number suggested which would 
involve the use of other books although there were factors which operated to 
intx·oduce the probability of error. Every effort was made to obtai.."l an aocu-, 
rate count. The decisions required in many cases, however, were so arbitrary! 
that great care is necessary in the interpretation of results. In the two 
exercises on guide words quoted on pages 38 and 39 of this study, :for in-
1 
stance, there was a question of the number to be recorded. If each were 
recorded as one# haw should the difference be shown between the second one 
!which required looking up nine words and one in Junior English Activities, 
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For the first skill a departure f'rom the general plan was also , neo'{UiiSB.ly,. 
, It 1.vas originally intended to make a page-by-page e:xamination of the text; to 
determine what practices were suggested under each of the topics. This plan 
was rejected because such a lengthy and detailed analysis would have been 
I 
required as a basis for a meaningful count. It is with the preliminary plans 
for reports that we are concerned here. For purposes of this study Webster'sl 
definition of a report as "an account or relation, especially of some matter 
specially investigated" must be amended to read "investigated through read-
ing". The word is not used in this limited sense in the te:x:bbooks • Reports 
of interviews, of business meetings, of personal experiences# of books# mov-
ing pictures# and radio programs are all covered by the term in one or anoth-1 
er of the books. These types of writing are not considered in the tabulation! 
I of provisions for developing the ability to make preliminary plans, nor are 
the articles and editorials for class ne~papers, letters# formal speeches 
and debates, explanations, descriptions, announcements, and creative writing 
I 
of all kinds. Only those pages dealing with reports based on reading were 
e:xamined. In many of the books the authors work towards the development of 
1 this skill through other types of writing. 
I No important modifications in the outline topics were necessary in re-
l. cording the provisions for teaching the ability to locate information in 
books. 
In tabulating provisions for teaching students to read for information, 
the outline was condensed. It was not surprising that the ability was not 
1webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, G. and . C. Merriam Company, Spring-
field, 1949, P• 718 
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It is not surprising that these seventeen books from the same series 
should fall into a. similar pattern. Special mention of the study skills in 
1 the preface or the table of contents or, if that is lacking, discussion of 
more than six of the twelve separate skills listed here place the books in 
appr·oximately the same classifications even though there are slight varia-
tions in the skills treated. One book, No. 7, checked in the other table as 
mentioning the skills in general is not so tabulated hero although it still 
falls into the group for which the teaching of tho study skills is an objeo-
~~ tive. In the seventh grade book nany of the separate skills are listed in the 
table of contents under the unit heading "Using Language in Study",1 In the 
eighth grade book the . corresponding topics oome under. the title 11 Using La.n-
1 guage in Practical Ways'12 which could certainly be interpreted as referring 
I to study although it is not listed in that way in the table. Two books have 
changed their groups. The heading "Discussing How to Study", 3 found in 
No. 6 places this book among those emphasizing the skills under discussion, 
and an increase in the number of separate skills treated by the book in 
Series 13 brings it into the same group. The 71 per cent stressing study 
!Skills which Table I revealed, has become 82 per cent. 
1 Mary c. Foley, et al., op. cit., P. vii 
2 , Language for Daily Use, Grade 8, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York, 1950, P• ix 
. 
II 
3Florence K. Ferris, Edward E. Keener, . Arthur F. Giddings, Learning Essen-
tial English a, Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., New York, 1945, P• 7 
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The Ability to Make Preliminary Plans 
Tables III ar~ d IV indicate the provisions made in seventh and eighth 
grade books for teaching the first of the five skills. As was stated in 
Chapter 3, the data were collected by an examination of the pages concerned 
with reports based on reading. These reports vary widely from book to book. 
Some are si~ gle ' assignments; some are culminating activities of long units. 
Not all the opportunities for factual writing provided in the books are 
included here. The tables are concerned, as the titles indicate, with 
preliminary plans alone, the plans which should be made before the search 
for information is begun. Many books which include considerable material 
for teaching outlining as a basis for composition are not listed in these 
tables because the outliQe which they are talking about is a plan for the 
organization of the facts gathered from reading rather than a plan for 
reading. Such an outline is discussed in a later section. In Language 
for Daily Use, Grade 7, 1 the authors state: 
One ~o9 in your language study is to learn how to get what 
you want from printed words - and how to get it as quickly and 
easily and surely as possible. This job has three parts to it, 
as fallows: 
1. How shall I find what I want to read? 
2. How shall I r0ad what I've found to read? 
3. How shall I use what I've read? 
That t eaching the study skills considered here was an objective of those 
authors is easily seen. Their list of questions does not start with the 
one which would be answered by the kind of data listed in Tables III 
and IV, however, which, stated in the same fonn would be, 11 How shall 
1Mary C. Foley et al., op. cit., p. 243 
53 
I decide what I want to read?" Most o£ the books started as this one does 
~th the collection of information which must later be analyzed and organized 
for presentation. 
I 
~ 54 Table III deals with seventh grade books. 11 Choice of topic" mee.ns the 
selection of a topic interesting to the child and his audience, a topic on 
which he ca.n get sufficient information. "Limitation of topic" means narrow-
ing the subject to a point where it can be covered adequately in the time 
!allotted and >vith sufficient detail to be interesting. The analysis of the 
topic is in terms of what information the child has and what he needs and 
the probable sources where additional !'acts may be obtained. The outline is 
a guide for reading for the individual or for the group making:a joint report. 
II Practices listed in the first column would provide practice in other 
I 
skills but are listed only once to avoid a distortion of the picture in the 
totaling columns. A practice was listed in the first column unless it applied 
specifically to one of the other skills. 
I Seventy-one per cent of the seventh grade books make some provision for 
teaching preliminary planning although only forty~seven per cent explain the 
topics listed. Most of the attention is centered on the choice and limite.-
tion of a subject. Only 29 per cent explain the analysis of a topic and 12 
per cent, the outline as a guide to research. Fii'ty-nine per cent suggest 
practice in connection ?nth their presentation of these skills. The very 
llnature of the skills is such that inclusion of practice is uncommon except 
iJunder the second heading. For this it is possible to include such an e:x:er-
1 
oise as is found in NAstering Your Language. Fifteen topics are listed and 
the pupil is asked to decide which ones are sufficiently narrow to serve as 
subjects of interesting reports. The other practices listed in that column 
are similar. 
1Paul MCKee, et al., op. cit. , P• 122 
t-







'l'ABLE IX 
PROVISIONS MADE IN EACH SERIES FOR TEACHING THE USE 01!, THE TITLE PAGE 
Tlie Fage -- ~ --~---- ~ Author PUblishinfi com;nl Title Total M a 'Whple }qame P5sJ.~Ii5n ;Name · ;Ad ess 
""":'T. M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s ;Book 
' .... 
1 X X X 8 1 2 1 8 1 
2 X 1 1 1 
3 
4 X X 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 X 5 1 3 1 
5 X X 2 X 2 X 4 4 
6 X 1 X 1 2 2 
7 X 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 4 4 
8 
9 X 1 1 X X X X 5 1 1 
10 X X X X 4 
11 X 8 X 8 X 8 X 4 24 
12 X X X 3 
13 X X 2 3 X X 1 X X 1 X 1 X 5 3 5 3 
14 X 1 5 1 1 5 
15 
I 16 X X X 1 4 X 1 4 X 1 4 X 5 1 3 12 17 X X X X X X X 5 2 
- -
Number 11 4 5 4 10 3 5 4 11 1 4 .4 2 1 9 4 2 7 14 5 8 9 
Per Cent 65 24 29 24 59 18 29 24 65 6 24 24 12 6 53 24 12 41 82 29 47 53 
-
*see PP• 35-37 
M- Mention E - Explanation P - Praotice included S - Praotioe suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the above 
Per Cent - Per Cent of Books containing the above m 
N 
"' 
-
· = ~ 
-- - -
~ 
- - -·-
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1 jthia item are in the book English for Today 7 and are reported here as an 
il interesting variation on the more usual but no less worth-'While exercise that 
instructs the child to find the copyright date in a given book. 
3. Your parents or the library nay have books that were 
copyrighted at le.ast fifty years ago. Do you find subjects in 
them that are receiving little or no attention now? If so, list 
at least five such subjects •••• 
4. Name five subjects that are receiving much attention in 
late magazines and books but were not important, perhaps not 
known, fifty years ago. 
The location of the copyright is mentioned in six books and explained in five l 
meaning of the term and the matter of printing dates receive little at- I The 
tention. The total picture is better than for the. title page. In 76 per 
cent of the books there is mention, in 41 per cent, explanation. The prac-
tice included in 47 per cent is supplemented by suggestions for using other 
jjbooks in 29 per cent of the oases. 
1 Again, as in the case of the title page, there is less emphasis in the 
eighth grade. Only eleven of the seventeen books covered by Table XI mention 
li the subject, as against fourteen, and the numbers giving explanation or prao-
1 
tice of ei·ther type are smller ala o. The only item receiving more attention! 
in the eighth grade is the meaning of the term, and this is explained in only j 
18· per cent of the texts. 
The coverage for the whole series is somewhat better than that provided 
for the seventh grade. Fourteen books deal briefly with the matter; eight go 
into more detail. There is practice in nine of them and there are suggestions 
for practice in six. The order of emphasis is the same as for the two grades 
1 
Frances M. Noar, A. L. Threlkeld, Clarence w. Hach, F. Allan Murphy, 
English for Today 71 J. B. Lippincott Company, Chicago, 1948, PP• 161, 162 
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·TABLE XI 
. ·PROVISIONS MADE IN EIGHTH GRADE BOOKS FOR TEACHING TEE USE OF TEE COPYRIGHT 
Copyright ·Printing 
·Total Date ·Location Mean in@; Im.12ortanc e ·Date 
- B-GiOlel' ;: ! p s M E p s )l El p s !l E P S !l :El p s M E p s I 
'I 
1 X 1 X X 2 1 1 I 
II 2 I 
I 3 4 X X 1 X X X 3 2 1 I 
I 5 X X X X X 3 2 
6 X 1 1 1 
I 7 
I 8 X X X 3 
9 X 1 
10 X 1 
I 11 
12 X X X X X X 3 3 
13 X 1 3 X 1 X X X 4 1 2 3 
I 14 
15 
I 16 X 2 1 2 
17 X 3 1 3 
-Number 11 2 2 I? 5 3 1 3 3 3 1 1 11 5 2 5 
Per Cent 65 12 12 29 29 18 6 18 18 18 6 6 65 29 12 29 I' 
* 
I: 
See PP• 35-37 
M- Mention E - Explanation P .- Practice included S - Practice suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the above I! 
Per Cent - Per Cent of Books containing the ab ove m!l 
en 
I 
I 
~ - ~- -.- -- - ~· - - - =--=--~- .=------- -~-=- ---:.. =--- - -- - - -
I fABLE XII 
·PROVISIONS MADE IN EACH SERIES FOR TEACHING THE USE OF TEE COPYRIGHT 
I 
I 
- -- ~-
- . copYt"ieaht--- ---- - -
- -- ~J.-ntfug 
Date Looation Meaning Importance Date Total 
Book.-- M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s 
-
1 X X 1 4 X X X X X X X X 1 3 5 5 2 7 
2 X 1 1 1 
3 
4 X X 1 X X X 3 2 1 
5 X 1 X X X X X X 4 3 1 
6 X 1 1 1 
7 X 1 4 X X X 3 1 1 4 
8 X X X 3 
9 X 1 X 2 1 
10 X 1 
11 X 8 X X 2 1 8 
12 X X X X X X 3 3 
13 X X 2 8 X l X X X X 10 4 3 3 18 
14 
15 
16 X X 1 6 X X 2 2 1 6 
I 17 X 3 X 1 2 4 
Number 14 5 9 6 8 6 1 4 3 8 5 2 2 1 1 1 14 8 9 6 
I 
II Per Cent 82 29 53 35 47 35 6 24 18 .47 29 12 12 6 6 6 82 47 53 35 
li *see PP• 35-37 
I 
I· M- Mention E - Explanation P - Practice included S - Practice suggested 
Ntunber - ]Number of Books containing the above 
Per Cent - Per Cent of Books containing the above 
m 
m 
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Eighth grade books do not cover even as many t opics as did those for the 
seventh grade. The text, l:l;eadings, variations in type, and footnotes are 
each accorded attention by one book. Two discuss illustrations and the third, 
Junior English Activities, Book Two,l explains four common types of graphs. 
The data for the seventh grade books is recorded in Table XVIIhfor the 
eighth grade books in Table XIX, and the material in these two tables is com-
bined in Table XX to show what each series offers. The picture is better 
than for either grade alone, but still poor. Only six books mention the mat-
ter, and only half of these include explanation or practice. 
The use of the appendix.-- This topic also is but briefly treated and 
in comparatively few books. As shown in Table XXI only 29 per cent of 
seventh grade books and 24 per oent of eighth grade books, from 35 per cent 
of the seventeen series reviewed, mention the matter, and the percentages in-
dicating the am.ourrli of explanation and practice are correspondingly small. 
The use of the glossarx.-- Table XXII portrays an even more limited con-
sideration of the use of a glossary. Two texts for the first year of junior 
lhigh school and one for the second, which come from three different series, 
mention this pe.rt of a book. Two explain the term, and one suggest an e:xam-
ination of the part of a book to which it refers. 
The use of the indecc.-- The textbooks on both levels place considerable 
emphasis on the use of the index. Table XXIII describes the coverage afforded 
'by the seventh grade texts. The nature and use, the location, s.nd the order 
of the items are stressed to a greater degree than are subtopics, cross 
1w. Wilbur Hatfield, E. E. Lewis, Lydia Austill Thomas, and Lois A. Woody, 
Junior English Activities, Book Two, American Book Company, New York, 1940, 
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PROVISIONS MADE IN EIGHTH GRADE BOOKS FOR TEACHING TEE USE OF THE TIIDEX 
Nature & 
Use Location 
BOOk,.. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
M E 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
p s M E 
1 X X 
15 X X 
1 
1 6 
1 
9 X X 
2 1 X X 
l X 
3 
I Number 11 5 6 5 5 4 
Per Cent 65 29 35 29 29 24 
'* 
1 See PP• 35-37 
p s 
Order 
M E p 
X X 3 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X l 
X 
7 5 2 
41 29 12 
s 
Abbrev. & 
Func. 
M E 
X X 
X 
X X 
3 2 
18 12 
p s 
M - Mention E - E:xp1anation P - Practice included 
Number - Number of Boola:! containing the e.bove 
Per Cent - Per Cent of Books containing the above 
~-· - ··· - - · - ~ - ~. - · ----- . 
Key Words 
M E p 
X X 3 
X 
X X 10 
3 2 2 
18 12 12 
s 
Cr oss Ref. 
M E p 
X X 
X X 1 
X 
3 2 1 
18 12 6 
s 
Subtopics 
M E 
X X 
X 
X 
3 1 
18 6 
p 
S - Practice suggested 
s 
- -- --·- -- - .~-
Total 
M E p s 
1 
1 1 3 
3 3 1 
6 6 3 15 
1 1 
2 1 6 
1 
3 1 2 
6 5 19 
4 3 3 1 
6 2 1 
1 3 
12 7 8 5 
71 41 47 29 
- ~1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0)1 
N 
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more thoroughly in books for the elementary grades. Of the thirty-two topics 
surveyed the average number mentioned is 10.353 in seventh grade books, 
11 7.059 in eighth grade books, and 11.823 for the series. The numbers explained 
are, respectively, 4.941, 3.118, and 6.176. The average nMmber of practices 
ll included is 8.882 at the lower level, 3.941 at the upper, and 13.000 when the 
I 
two are combined. Of practices suggested, 8.059 are found in the average 
seventh grade text, 5.118 in the average eighth grade text, and 13.353 in the 
average series. The index and the table of contents, in that order, receive 
the most attention. 
The Ability to Locate the Right Book in the Library 
The use of the card catalog.-- Fifteen of the books for the first year 
of junior high school, or 88 per cent of ·t;he group reviewed, contain not 
only mention of the card catalog but explanation as well as is indicated in 
Table XXVII. 
Thirteen provide' practice in making out the various kinds of cards or 
in telling the letter which would serve as a 
given title, by a partioula~ author, or on a 
guide in locating a book with a 
1 
special subject. Eleven suggest! 
exercises which would entail the actual usa of a catalog. The subtopics 
listed under this heading in the outline which was used as guide in the sur-
vey are all covered quite consistently in each book except for guide cards 
and cross reference cards. Only 29 per cent of the texts mention these. 
That fifteen of the books for the second year also mention the catalog, 
but that the percentage explaining them is not as high is reported in Table 
XXVIII. Not quite as many include practice although the number suggesting 
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TABIE XXXII 
PROVISIO~"S W.A.IE IN EACH SERIES FOR TEACHING 
THE ARRANGEMENT OF BOOKS ON LIBRARY SHELVES 
Fiction Biography Nonfiction Total 
Dewez Dec. 
Boob M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s 
1 X X X X 1 ~ 2 1 
2 X X 1 1 1 1 
3 
4 X X 1 X X 3 3 X X 18 4 3 3 21 8 
5 X X 1 X X 5 X X 3 3 6 
6 X X 1 X X 17 2 2 1 17 
7 X X X 11 16 2 1 11 16 
8 X X X X 10 1 2 2 10 1 
9 X X 4 1 1 4 
10 X 1 
11 X X 12 X X 1 X X 17 3 3 30 
12 X X X X X X 6 3 3 6 
13 X X X X X 10 3 2 10 
14 X X 1 X X 8 1 2 2 8 2 
15 X X 1 X X 20 1 2 2 ~1 1 
16 X X X X 10 
l 'l X X X X X 10 20 3 2 10 20 
'Number 14 13 5 2- 6 4 3 1 15 14 11 8 16 15 14 8 
per 
cent 82 76 29 12 35 24 18 6 88 82 65 47 94 88 82 47 
• See pp. 35-37 
M - Mention E - Explana.t ion 
P - Practice i ncluded s - Pract i ce suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the above 
per Cent - Per Cent of Books containing the above 

TABIE XXXIII 
PROVISIONS MADE I N SEVENTH GRADE BOOKS FOR TEACHING THE: LOCATION OF WORDS IN A DICTIONARY 
Alphabet llphabetl- Thumb Quarters Guide Total 
c a.1cCltde r Index or Thirds Words 
Boob M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s 
- -
1 X 1 1 1 
2 X X X X 12 X X X X X X 35 5 5 12 35 
3 
4 X 2 X 7 X X X 4 1 9 
5 X 22 X X 4 1 X X X 11 10 4 2 37 11 
6 X 8 X X 1 X X X 8 X X 3 5 3 17 3 
7 X X X X 5 1 X X 24 X X 24 4 4 53 1 
8 X 72 X X 1 X X 9 3 2 73 9 
9 X X 1 X 3 2 1 1 3 
10 X 1 1 1 
11 X 9 X X 23 X X 36 40 3 2 45 63 
12 X X X 2 1 
13 
14 
15 X X 22 X X 6 X X 10 20 X X 19 2 4 4 57 22 
16 X X 2 X X 35 X X 29 3 3 31 35 
17 
Nufiibe'r 7 3 5 13 8 l2 -2 ~1 76~3-3 11 10 5 7 13 11 12 9 
Per . 
Cent 41 18 29 76 47 71 12 18 6 42 35 18 18 65 59 35 41 76 65 71 53 
•See PP• 35-37 
M - Mention E - Expla.nat ion P - Practice included S - Sractice suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the above Per Cent • Per Cent of Books containing the above 
co 
en 

TABIE XXXIV 
PROVISIONS MADE IN EIGHTH GRADE BOOKS FOR TEACHING THE LOCATION OF WORDS I N A DICTIONARY 
Alphabet Alpha.beti- Thumb Quarters Guide Total 
cal Order Index or Thirds Words 
Boob ti E p s M ID p s M i p s M il'l p s M lil p s 'M-rp s 
1 X I 
2 X X X 2 1 X 8 3 1 2 9 
3 
4 X X 1 1 
5 
6 X 1 X X X X 11 4 1 111 
7 X 9 X 32 2 41 
8 X X 4 X X 38 2 2 4 38 
9 X 1 X 2 1 
10 
11 X 1 X X 1 2 1 1 1 
12 X X 2 
1&. X 1 X X 2 X X 20 X X 24 4 3 67 
14 
15 
16 X 1 X 1 X X 16 3 1 2 16 
17 X 1 X X 15 2 1 1 15 
Nwnber 4 3 10 3 8 1 1 2 1 1 11 7 2 6 12 8 9 6 
Per 
Cent · 24 18 59 18 47 6 6 12 6 6 65 41 12 35 71 47 53 35 
•See PP• 35-37 
M - Mention E - Explanation P • Practice included S - Practice suggested 
Number • Number of Books containing the above Per Cent - Per Cent of Books containing the above 
-";'' 
(() 
'I 
j 
I 
TABlE XXXV 
PROVISIONS MADE IN EACH SERIES FOR TEACHI NG THE LOCATION OF WORDS I N A DICTIONARY 
Alphabet Alphabeti- Thumb Quarters Guide Total 
cal Order Index or Thirds Words 
BOOK* M E p s M E p s M m p s M E p s M E p s M E p s 
1 X 1 I 1 
2 X X X X 14 1 X X X X X X 43 5 5 14 44 
3 
4 X 2 X 7 X X X 4 1 9 
5 X 22 X X 4 1 X X X 11 10 4 2 37 11 
6 X 9 X X 1 X X X 8 X X 14 5 3 18 14 
7 X X X X 14 1 X X 24 X X 26 4 4 64 1 
8 X 72 X X 5 X X 47 3 2 77 47 
9 X X 2 X 2 1 2 3 
10 X 1 1 1 
11 X 10 X X 23 X X 6 41 3 2 16 64 
12 X X X 2 1 
13 X 21 X - X 2 X X 20 X X 3 4 3 46 
14: 
15 X X 22 X X 6 X X 10 20 X X 22 1 4 4 60 21 
16 X 1 X X 3 X X 35 X X 3 16 4 3 7 51 
17 X 1 X X 15 2 1 1 15 
NUii16er 9 3 7 15 9 l4 3 3 1 8 7 4 3 13 12 6 8 15 l3 14 16 
Per 
Cent 53 18 41 88 53 82 18 18 6 47 41 24 18 76 71 35 47 88 76 82 59 
*See PP• 35-37 
M - Mention E - Exp1e.nat ion P - Practice included S - Practice suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the ab ove Per Gent - Per Cent of Books containing the above 
tO ()) 
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explanation were recorded in the first set~ therefore. 
Ten seventh grade texts as can be seen in Table XXXVII explain the type 
of information to be found in an encyclopedia. Only three stress the value of 
the complete and accurate reports by authorities which they contain. That 
'
they are composed of articles written by many different men and. women is told 
in two books • The publication of supplements is not mentioned. 
Only seven of the eighth grade books covered by Table XXXVIII mention the 
lcontents and one of those gives no explanation. One tells the value of the 
!contents and the way in which the books are composed. Another speaks of the 
supplements. 
Seventy-six per cent of each series, Table XXXIX reveals, mention the 
nature of these reference books, and seventy-one per cent explain it. 
Table XL shows the provisions made in the first books of these series for 
~eaching the use of the encyclopedia. Fourteen of them mention its use but 
not all of these explain it or the necessary skills. The alphabetical order 
I . 
and the guide letters on the backs of the volumes receive more emphasis than 
key words and cross references, guide words, and the index. Only one book 
bentions the fact that in some encyclopedias the index contains brief informs.-
' 
tion on subjects not important enough for coverage in the text. Seventy-one 
per cent explain some of the problems involved in its use which would confront 
the child oe.rrying out the suggested exercises, usually lists of questions to 
be anBwered by reference to the encyclopedias. Sixty-five per cent of the 
books contain such exercises. · They were listed in the first column when the 
data was recorded but would, of course, provide practice in all the other 
skills. Fifty-three per cent include practice. Lists of questions or topics 
--==== -= =--=- -=-
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TABIE XXXVIII 
PROVISIONS MArE IN EIGHI'H GRADE BOOKS FOR TEACHING 
TIE NATURID OF AN ENCYCLOPEDIA 
Contents Value How Supplement Total 
Composed 
BoolC• M E p s M m p & M E p s M E p s M m p s 
1 X X 1 1 
2 X 1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 X X 1 1 
9 
10 
11 
12 X X 1 1 
13 X X 1 1 
14 
15 X X X X 
16 
171 X X x:·. x I X 3 3 
Number 7 6 ! . 1 I I 1 1 7 6 
Per 
Cent 41 35 6 6 6 6 6 6 41 35 
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are given. Sometimes the pupil is asked whether or not the desired informa-
tion could be located in an encyclopedia. Sometimes he is asked to choose 
the key word which he would use as a guide ~ul other lvords that might help him 
to find additional information or to decide which volume has the appropriat e 
guide letters on it. 
Eighth grade books reported in Table li.I do not place so much emphasis 
on the matter. They mention it and suggest practices, but only four of them 
explain more than one or two of the factors involved~ P.ractioe is included 
£or only two of' the component skills. 
The provisions £or teach:i,ng this matter in the seventh grade are supple-
mented in the eighth grade in such a way that 94 per cent of the seri.es £or 
j hich the facts are given in Table XLII mention it; 71 per cent explain it 
land suggest practice. Exercises for drill in some of the subtopics are con-
ltained in 53 per cent of' the series. 
j1 The use of' other reference books.-- Most of the skills thus far discussed 
are accorded more emphasis in the seventP, grade than in the eighth. For this 
skill the situation is reversed. 
II In Table XLIII the results o£ the survey of the seventh grade books can 
l~e seen. Sixty-five per cent of them mention other reference books; thirty-five per cent explain them. The alma.nac is mentioned most frequently, then . 
I 
the atlas, biographical dictionaries, the Reader's Guide, and such special 
reference books as indexes to quotations and recitations. The Index to Govern-
~nt Publications and the Cumulative Book Index are not mentioned. In a few 
cases there are topics suggested to be looked up in particule~ books. More 
commonly there are lists of questions for each of which the student is asked 
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TABI.E L 
ANALYSIS OF PROVISIONS FOR TEACHING READING 
Number Number Range Average 
of Books of Number 
Mentioning Topics Covered 
seventh Grade 
Mention ••••••••••••••• 10 3 0 - 3 .824 
Explanation ••••••••••• 7 3 0 - 3 .588 
Practice :tncluded ••••• 7 0 -40 7.000 
Practice Suggested •••• 2 0 -25 1.941 
Eighth Grade 
Mention ••••••••••••••• 9 3 0 - 3 .824 
Explanation ••••••••••• 9 3 0 - 3 .765 
Practice Include.d ••••• 9 Q.,.-18 ' 5.2115 
Practice Suggested •••• 3 0 -19 1.941 
Series 
Mention ••••••••••••••• 12 3 0 - 3 1.176 
Explanation ••••••••••• 10 3 0 
- 3 1.000 
Practice Inc l uded ••••• 10 0 ·50 12.235 
Practice Suggested •••• 3 0 -44 3.824 


TABlE LII 
PROVISIONS MAD:!: I N EIGHTH GRADE BOOKS FOR DEVE LOPING THE AB ILITY TO TAKE NOTES 
Ma!n Iaeas ~uo=Gat!ons Fonn of Total 
RUnning Outline ronn Source Bibli ogra.;ehy 
BoOk* M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M-E p s 
-
1 X X 1 X X 3 1 1 
2 
3 
4 X X 3 1 X X 5 7 X X X X 2 1 4 4 10 9 
5 X X 4 9 X X X X X X 2 4 4 411 
6 
7 X X 2 3 X X X X X X 1 4 4 2 · 4 
6 X X 4 1 1 4 
9 X X 1 1 X X 1 X 2 3 2 2 3 
10 X X 2 X X X X X X 1 4 4 3 
11 X X 1 X X 3 1 1 
12 X X 1 X X 1 X X 1 X X 2 1 4 4 2 4 
13 X X X X X X 3 3 
14 X 1 1 X X 2 1 1 1 
15 X X X X X X 3 3 
16 X 1 X X 1 1 2 1 2 1 
17 
Number 11 10 6 9 5 3 3 1 7 · 6 1 10 8 1 ~ 7 6 ~ 6 13 . 13 8 10 
per 
Cent 65 59 35 53 29 18 16 6 41 35 6 59 47 6 12 41 35 12 35 76 76 47 59 
•See pp. 35-37 
M - Mention E - Explanation P - Practice i~cluded S - Practice suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the above Per Gent - Per Gent of Book s containing the above 1-' 
!\) 
~ 


,, 
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TABIE LV 
PROVISIONS MAlE . IN EIGHTH GRADE BOOKS 
FOR TEACHING SUMMARIZING 
Discussion Written Total 
Material 
Boob M E p s M E p s M E p 
1 
2 
3 
4 X X 2 X X 1 2 2 2 1 
5 X 2 X X 1 2 1 1 
6 
7 
8 X X 2 2 1 1 2 
9 X 1 X X 2 1 2 1 2 
10 X 1 1 
11 X X 21 1 1 21 
12 X X 2 4 1 1 2 
13 
14 I X 9 4 1 1 9 
15 
16 
17 X 2 1 
Number 5 2 1 5 7 6 6 5 9 ?i 7 
per 
s 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
4 
4 
2 
a 
Gent 29 12 C6 29 41 35 35 29 53 41 41 47 
*See PP• 35-37 
M - Ment i on E - Explanation 
P - Practice i nc l uded s - Pra.ct ice suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the above 
Per Gent - Per Gent of Books containing the above 
127 
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TABLE LVI 
PROVISIONS MAD.l!: IN EACH SERES 
FOR TEACHING SUMMARIZING 
Discussion Written Total 
Material 
~oolC• M E li s M E p ~ M E p s 
1 
2 
3 
4 X X 1 3 X X 3 2 2 2 4 5 
5 X 2 X X 1 2 1 1 2 
6 
7 X X 2 1 1 2 
8 X 1 X X 4 4 2 1 4 5 
9 X 1 X X 6 10 2 1 611 
10 X 1 X X 1 2 1 1 1 
11 X X 24 1 1 24 
12 X X 5 6 X 1 2 1 6 6 
13 
14 X X X X 9 4 2 2 9 4 
15 
16 X X 9 1 1 1 9 1 
1'7 X X 5 X 2 2 1 7 
Number B 4 2 7 11 9 10 6 11 11 10 g 
Per 
cent . 47 24 12 41 65 53 59 35 65 65 59 53 
•See PP• 35-37 
M - Mention E - Explanation 
p 
- Practice included s - Practice Suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the above 
per Cent - Per Cent of Books containing the above 
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I TABLE LVIII 
PROVIS I ONS MADE IN · EIGHTH GRADE BOOKS FOR DEVELOPING THE ABILITY TO OUTLINE 
Use a s Rdg. Kinds Form Development Tota l ,, 
*--
Rec ord ToEio Sent ence Ma,j• Gi ven Min. Given Ma,j . &Min. 
BOOK M E p 8 M E p 8 M E -p 8 M E p 8 M E p 8 M E p s M E p s M E p 
s il 
-1 
-I 
2 
3 X X -2 
4 X X 1 2 X X X X X X 2 X X 4 2 5 ~ - 5 7 4 
5 X 1 X X X X X X X X 3 1 5 4 4 1 
6 X X 2 2 X X X X X X 3 4 4 5 2 
7 X X 3 X X X X 3 3 3 
8 X X 2 2 X X X X X X 4 4 2 2 i 
9 X X 2 1 X X 1 X X 2 X X X 2 X 1 6 4 8 1 1 
10 X X X X 2 2 
11 x ·x 14 1 X X X X X 1 4 3 15 1 
12 X X X X X X X X 2 4 4 2 
13 X X X X X X 3 3 
14 X X 2 7 X 2 1 2 7 
15 X X X X 2 2 
16 X X 2 X X X X 3 3 2 
17 
-
Number 9 . 8 9 6 14 12 1 7 7 1 13 12 2 3 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 14 13 10 7 
I Per Cent 53 47 53 35 82 71 6 41 41 6 76 71 12 18 6 18 6 6 6 i:2 12 12 6 82 76 s9 31 1 
* I See PP• 35- 37 
M - Mention E - Explanation P - Practice included S - Practice suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the above 
~ Per Cent - Per Cent of B_oo~_cQnt~ining the_a.bove __ 
- ---- --- -
--~- -- - -- -- - N 



TABlE LXI 
PROVISIONS MADE I N SEVENTH GRA.Dl!~ BOOKS FOR TEAC HING TH£ BUILDING OF PARA.GRAPHS 
Main Idea Topic Unity Order Develop- Conclusion Tot--ar--
Sentence ment 
BOOK* M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s ME p s M ~E p s 
. 
1 X X 1 X X 3 X X 3 s 3 1 
2 X X 26 1 X X 16 X X 3 1 X 4 3 45 2 
3 X X 6 4 X X 5 X X X X 6 5 X X 5 5 17 9 
4 X X 3 X X 4 4 X X 2 X X 5 1 X X 4 8 X X 4 6 6 19 16 
5 X X 14 X Xll X X 5 2 X X 3 X 5 4 33 2 
6 X X 15 4 X X 12 1 X X 2 X X 10 X X 1 5 5 39 6 
7 X X X X X 2 14 3 2 2 14 
8 X X 2 3 X X 4 1 X X X 5 2 6 4 
9 X X 3 1 X X 13 12 X X 3 4 X 1 3 X X 11 X X 3 6 6 5 23 37 
10 X X 1 X X X X X X X X 5 5 5 5 1 
11 X X 2 5 X X 21 3 X X 1 X X 9 X 5 4 33 8 
12 X X 4 1 X X 4 X X 2 X X 4 4 10 1 
13 X X X X 4 3 X X 1 X X 4 4 4 4 
14 X Xll X X 18 2 X X 1 X X 4 4 4 34 2 
15 X X 1 X X 10 1 X X 1 3 3 11 1 
16 X X 9 3 X X 28 7 X X 5 X X 4 X X 5 4 X X 2 6 6 51 16 
17 X X .•. X X 4 8 X X 3 3 4 8 
Number 1rrf'!Ol~ 17 16 15 9 17 16 11 5 10 8 6 1 8 7 5 4 7 4 1 2 17 17 17 17 
Per 
Cent · 100 lOO 59 71 100 94 88 53 100 94 65 29 56 47 35 6 47 41 29 24 41 24 6 12 100 100 100 lOb 
•See PP• 35-57 
M - Mention E - Explanation P - Practice ir:cluded S - Practice suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the above Per Cant - Per Cent of Books containing the above 
.. ~~I' 
.. ... ,:) 
t; , 
CD 
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1 English 7, for example, give additional work on this factor in the . section 
devoted to reading. All seventeen books consider the unity of a paragraph 
but only ten mention the order of details. eight, the different ways of de-
l 
veloping a topic, and seven, the conclusion. The numbers explaining these 
other aspects of the subject as well. It is not surprising that 100 per cent 
coverage should be found for the topic as a whole. It is one of the main ob-
jectives of English instruction. It is the first time in this study. however, 
that we have found such unanimity. 
I 
The subject is not as thoroughly treated in the eighth grade books for j 
!which the figures are given in Table LXII. One hundred per cent of them men- I 
I 
tion the paragraph but not all of them explain even one aspect of it or offer ' 
practice. The paragraph as a unified group of sentences grouped about a topi I 
I 
sentence receives more emphasis than do the order of facts in it. the method I 
I 
o£ development, or the conclusion. 
Each series does a better job than either of the books that compose it 
i 
I 
does separately. Percentages of 100 are found for each type of provision in : 
the totals of Table LXIII. The order of emphasis for the subtopics is the 
I 
same. The larger numbers under the first two topics in this and the preced~ 
two tables are due to the exercises asking for recognition of main topics • I 
of paragraphs, and of topic sentences. :Many books also contain paragraphs I 
with irrelevant sentences or sentences out of order which the child is asked 
Ito find. There are paragraphs for each of which the method of development or 1 
I 
1 Harry A. Greene, Kate Ashley, op. cit., PP• 204-208 
I ======~========================================================================~ -
I 
I 
I 

...:;' 
TABLE LXIII 
PROVISIONS MADE IN EACH SERIES FOR TEACHING THill BUILDING OF PARA.GRA.Pffi 
Main Idea Topic Unity Order Develop- Conclusion Total 
Sentence ment 
Boob M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s M E p s ME-P s M- !rr-- p --s 
1 X X 1 X X 7 · X X X X 4 4 7 1 
2 X X 40 1 ' X X 16 X X 7 1 X 4 s 63 2 
3 X X 6 4 X X 7 6 X X X X 611 X X 5 ·5 19 21 
4 X X 8 X X 5 7 X X11 2 X X 13 1 X X 4 8 X X 4 6 6 37 26 
5 X X 20 5 X X 18 X X 15 4 X X 3 X X X 1 6 5 57 9 
6 X X 25 6 X X 27 3 X X 9 X X 16 1 X X 3 5 5 77 13 
7 X X X X X x · 5 14 X X 3 4 ·4 5 17 ·I: 
8 X X 2 6 X X 4 4 X X 2 X X 5 4 6 12 
9 X X 10 . 4 X X 13 12 X X 3 4 X 1 3 X X 11 X X 3 6 6 5 30 40 
10 X X 8 X X 1 X X X X X X 5 X X 3 6 6 6 8 15 
11 X X 2 15 X X 25 5 X X 2 X X 9 1 X 5 4 38 21 
12 X X 21 2 X X 9 X X 9 X X 1 X X 2 5 5 40 4 
13 X x · X X 8 3 X X l X X X X 5 5 8 4 
14 X X 37 2 X X 28 _4 X X 3 1 X X 4 X X 3 5 s 75 7 
15 X X 1 X X 10 1 X X 1 X 4 -' 3 11 1 
16 X X 9 3 X I 31 9 X · X 5 X X 4 X X 8 5 X X 2 6 6 57 19 
17 X X X X 4 14 X X 3 3 4 14 
Number 11 11 to t4 17 17 15 12 17 17 11 8 10 8 7 3 11 to ~ 12 8 5 4 17 17 17 1"1 
Per 
Cent · 100100 59 s2 1rot oo 88 71 100 100 65 47 59 47 41 18 65 59 29 41 71 47 29 24 100 100 100 100 
*See PP• 35-37 
M - Mention E - llixplanat ion P - Practice included S - Practice suggested 
Number - Number o! Books containing the above Per Cant - Per Cent of Books containing the above 1-' ~ 
<0 
the conclusion is to be identified. 
li call for the "Writing of paragrapha. 
140 
The practices suggested are those that 
The outline as a guide for writing.-- Table LXIV shows that 94 per cent 
per lor seventh grade books and 82 per cent of texts for the eighth grade, 94 
!cent of the series, refer to the matter. The percentages e4Plaining the 
1method are not quite as large. TVvo of the most detailed developments are to 
be found in the Daringer1 and MOKee2 series. Few practices are included but 
a number are suggested by every book mentioning this usa of an outline. 
Longer articles and reports on reading.-- Sixteen of the series teach 
the writing of articles several paragraphs in length. In-!. Table LXV:~ are 
I listed the twelve seventh grade and fourteen eighth grade books that teach 
li the pupil something about writing a report. The fifteenth eighth grade text 
checked as mentioning the subject refers to an article of more than one para-
graph but not specifically to a report based on reading. In one case the in- I 
ll forma.tion is actually given in the book; in all the other instances the 
pupil is asked to locate material and organize it for oral or Wl"itten presen-
tation. The amount of space in the book devoted to helping the child plan 
his research and organize the information he finds varies widely. 
Summary of provisions for teaching the organization of information.--
1 IThe average numbers of subtopics mentioned and explained are larger in compar-
is on with the numbers of topics than in previous tables. More practice··· is in-
!eluded, on the average, for developing the ability to build paragraphs than 
~elan Fern Daringer, op. cit., Units I and III 
2Paul McKee, et al., I'ifastering Your Language, Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Helen Fern Daringer and Frances Sweeney, op. cit., Unit I L 
11 Boston, 1:4~~r~~~"i; }~ Language, Ho1.1ghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1948, · 
Chapter 4_ --== 
=====- ---
-
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TWBI.E LXIV 
THE OUTLINE AS A GUIDE FOR WRITING 
seventli Eighth Each 
Grade Grade series 
BOOX* M E P' s iT :E p s M li! p s 
1 
2 X X 3 X X 3 
3 X X 4 X X 8 X X 12 
4 X X 2 X X X X 2 
5 X X 4 X X 8 X X 8 
6 X X 1 3 X X 1 X X 1 4 
7 X X 2 X 3 X X 5 
8 X X 1 X X 1 X X 2 
~ X 2 5 X X 1 6 X X 3 11 
10 X X 5 X,, X 3 X X 8 
11 X X 1 3 X X 1 4 X I 2 7 
12 X X 3 X X ' 4 I I 7 
13 X X 1 X X 2 X X 3 
14 X 2 X 3 X 5 
15 X X 2 X X 2 X X 4 
16 X X 5 X X 3 X X 8 
17 X 3 X 3 
Number 16 13 3 16 1Tn" ~"1'3 1'6!4 s r~ 
Per 
Oent · 94 76 18 94 82 71 12 76 94 82 18 94 
*See PP• 35-37 
M - Mention E - Explanation 
p· - Practice Included s - Practice Suggested 
Number - Number of Books containing the above 
Per Oent - Per Cent of Books containing the above 
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Analysis.-- Eighty-eight topics are considered in the survey. All of 
them receive soma mention in the English books for the levels under consider-
ation. The great variation in the number treated in the separate books is 
shown in Table LXVIII. The range in the number mentioned is from 12 to 62 
for the seve nth grade, from 9 to 57 for the eighth grade, and from 14 to 70 
for the series. No book and no series give perfect coverage of all the 
topics listed in the outline. The range in the number explained is smaller .. 
in each case and in the number of practices included or suggested, much larg-
er. The average number is given for each type of mention for each grade and 
each series. That the seventh grade books give more attention to the skills 
than the eighth but are supplemented by the eighth in such a way as to give 
a better picture for the series is again indicated~ 
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LIS'l' OF BOOKS S l.JttVE :tED 
1. Bair, Fre-derick H., Ne al, Elma A., Sanders, Vernon T., Step by Step in 
English, Knowing Your Language, The Macmillan Company, New York , 1941 
, Step by Step in English, Strength through English, The Macmillan 
Company , New York, 1941 
2. Burleson , David Sinclair, Burleson , Christine, Adventures in English, 
Grade Seven , Allyn an d Bacon, Boston , 1947 
Burleson, David Sinclair, Burleson, Christine, Merrill, Anna Darby, 
Adv entures i n English, Grade Ei ght , Allyn and Baco n , Boston, 1947 
3. Carter, Ray Cecil and Hunter , Robert V., Your English, Book One, former-
ly published by Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1943, now publis he d 
by Benjamin H. Sanborn a nd Company , Chicago 
, Your English, Book Two, fo:nnerly published by Little, Brown and 
~o~·o_m_p_a-ny , Boston, 1943, now published by Benjami n H. Sanborn and Company, 
Chicago. 
4. Chase, Naomi, Olson, Hel en F ., Huseby, Harold, English Language Series; 
Junior Book 1, Henry Holt and Company , New York , 1950 
, English Language Series, Junior Book 2, henry Holt and Company , 
~N,_e_w-York , 1950 
5. Daringer, Helen Fern, Young America's English, Book One, World Book 
Company , Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York , l942 
Daringer, Helen Fern and Sweeney, Frances, Young America's English, 
Book Two, World Book Company, Yonkers-o~ -Hudson , New York , 1942 
6. Ferris, Florence, Keener, Edward E., Giddings, Arthur F., Learning 
Essentia l English 7, Laidlaw Brothers, Incorporated, New York , 1945 
, Learning Essential English 8, Laidlaw Brothers, Incorporated , 
,.....--::.:-New York , 1945 
7. F oley , Marcy C., Connell , Katherine , Garnett, W. Leslie with t he collab-
orati on of Dawson , Mildred A., Language for Daily Use, Grade 7, Wo:rld 
Book Company , Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York , 1949 
, Language f or Daily Use, Grade 8, World Book Company , Yonk: ers-on-
~H~u~d-s-on, New York, 1950 
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8. Greene, Harry A., Ashley, Kate, Building Better English, Grade Seven, 
Row, peterson and Company,Evanston, Illinois, 1947 
, Building Better English, At All 'I'imes, Row, Peterson and Company, 
~~-v-a_n_s~~on, Illinois, 1944 
9. Hatfield, ~·~ . Wilbur, , Lewis, E . E., Thomas, Lydia Austill, and ifl ooC.y, 
Lois A., Junior English Activities, Book One, American Book Company , 
NeVI York, -1940 
, Junior English Activities, Book Two, American Book Company, 
""N""e=w~£ork, 1940 
10. Johnson, i\oy Ivan, Gunn, Mary Agnella, and McGregor, A. Laura, English 
at Your Service, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1942 
, Greater Skill in English, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1942 
---
11. Johnson, Roy Ivan, McGregor, A. Laura, and Gunn, M. Agnella, Daily-Life 
English, Junior Series, English Every Day, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1943 
, Daily-Life English, Junior Series, You and Your English, New Edi-
~t~i-o-n-, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1948 
12. McKee, Paul, Blossom, John E., Stratton, Clarence, Lanphear, Prudence T., 
Language for Meaning, Mastering Your Language, Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1947 
, Language for Meaning, Perfecting Your Language, Houghton Mifflin 
·c-o-m-p-any, Boston, 1948 
13. Noar, Frances M., Threlkeld, A. L., Hach, Clarence w., Murphy, F. Allan, 
English for Today 7, J. B. Lippincott Compal!y, Chicago, 1948 
, English for Today 8, J. B. Lippincott Company, Chicago, 1948 
---
14. Stoddard, Alexander J., Bailey, Matilda, Lewis, william Dodge, Junior 
English One, American Book Company , New York, 1945 
---
1 Junior English Two, American Book Company, New York, 1945 
15. Teuscher, Ruth H., Language Skil ls , Grade Seven, Harcourt, Brace and 
Company, New York, 1946 
, Language Skills, Grade Eight, Harcourt, Brace and Company, New 
==y,....o-r'~z:.-, 1946 
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16. Tressler, J. C. and Shelmadine , Marguerite B., Junior English in Acti on , 
Book One, Fourth Edition , D. C. Heath aDd Company, Boston , 1946 
, Junior English in Action, Book l'wo, Fourth Edition, D. C. Heath 
_a_n_d_G~ompany , Boston, 1946 
17. Wolfe , Don H. and Hamilton, Lela Tyre, with the Editorial Co-operation 
of Geyer, }!i llen M., Enj oying J1ngli sh , Sevent h Year, Newson and Company , 
New York , 1943 
---
, Enj oying FJ nglish, Eighth Year, Ne ws on and Company, New York, 1943 
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